Between Two Gentlemen: Victorian Historical MFM (Menage A Trois Book 7)
A fight next door changed it all. The two young men had a weakness for engaging in spirited debate, but this time it appeared dueling pistols were involved. There was only one thing that could make such good friends come to a deadly impasse—a woman. Speculation is thrown directly at Carmen. The adults of the household rush to find and stop the two young men before it is too late, leaving young, innocent Carmen behind. Carmen disobeys orders to remain home—a she believes she knows where the feuding young men are meeting—a and wouldn’t it be just so romantic if the object of their passions ran to them—pleading for them to spare one another? Imagine Carmen’s surprise when the two young gentlemen’s intentions are not as innocent as she is. They have her alone, and they demand satisfaction. Will Carmen’s Victorian sensibilities prevail, or will the two gentlemen open her up to a world of illicit desires?
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